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MARKING OUR MILESTONES
AND LOOKING AHEAD…
THE MILESTONE BY THE RABBIT-BURROW
By Thomas Hardy
In my loamy nook
As I dig my hole
I observe men look
At a stone, and sigh
As they pass it by
To some far goal.

Something it says
To their glancing eyes
That must distress
The frail and lame,
And the strong frame
Gladden or surprise.

Do signs on its face
Declare how far
Feet have to trace
Before they gain
Some blest champaign
Where no gins are?

In this short poem, Thomas Hardy describes a curious rabbit observing human beings as they react
differently to the sight of a milestone; some of the people – especially the “frail and lame” – seem
disheartened, while others – the “strong of frame” seem pleased and encouraged. In this edition of the
Downside Diary, we are marking various important milestones on the journey of our great school. As
we endeavour to read the signs of our times, we anticipate a world of few traps (“gins”) or pitfalls for
our model of Benedictine schooling, but many opportunities in what we hope will be a blessed future
landscape (“blessed champaign”) of Catholic education.
One key milestone is that of our Bicentenary, the significance of which Abbot Aidan considers in a following
section, represented symbolically by the walk from Acton Burnell to Downside this summer. Another is the
centenary of the Great War, which affected our school and the Old Gregorian community so profoundly
that it deserves extended commemoration. Another milestone, this term, has been the transition to lay
leadership of the School. My hope in this regard has been that this transition should not be in any way a
seismic event, but one which flowed naturally from what preceded it, namely Benedictine teaching carefully
developed over generations for the benefit of young people. At the heart of this tradition is a Christcentred way of life based on humility and devoted to service; as Pope Francis reminded the world in his
installation service homily, “Authentic power is service”. One of the great joys of being at Downside is that,
influenced by the monastic community and the values of the School, so many of our young people and
staff have embraced this principle and live it out with dedication in a variety of contexts, through serving
others, supporting worthwhile charities and above all, by their kindness and devotion in daily life. It is a
principle which I have dedicated myself to as Head Master and which I hope to live out faithfully, just as my
predecessor Dom Leo did so successfully during his eleven year tenure.

EDITORIAL

Families mark milestones in various ways; one extraordinary event this year was the Bevan family concert,
as Downside’s (more populous) version of the von Trapp dynasty performed so admirably to raise
funds for the Abbey Church. The loyalty of this particular family to the School is symbolic of the kind of
loyalty that is a hallmark of Downside life. As the School grows and changes over time, maintaining and
developing its academic standards, its sport, its extra-curricular enrichment and its pastoral nurture, the
sense of family in the widest sense will be maintained and emphasized. The new Parents’ Association will
support that project. My own family has felt warmly welcomed here at Downside; we will continue to
extend that warm welcome to future generations, in the expectation that the motto of this great school
will always apply: “Apud bonos iura pietatis” (For good people, loyalty is the lawgiver).

Editorial
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1823

Prior Kendal dies and is succeeded
by Prior Augustine Lawson. Mount
Pleasant at Downside is purchased
for £7,300 from Messrs Ackerley
and Townsend.
April 28 The monks and boys
leave Acton Burnell on foot.
They spend the night in the
Star in Worcester. (Also see
View from Shropshire to Somerset - our
Bicentenary pilgrimage on page 68)

1935

1970

February 5 Hockey against Wells Theological
College is played on the ice on Emborough Lake.

Abbey consecrated and
made a Minor Basilica

St John Roberts and
Ambrose Barlow
are cannonised

1914

1943

Aidan Gasquet is appointed
a Cardinal.

1874
July 20 The Bath
Extension of the
Somerset and Dorset
Railway opens.
Chilcompton now
has a station.

June 1 Patriae domus decorem,
with words by Stephen Hewett
and music by Dom Alphege
Shebbeare, is sung for the first
time at the Gregorian Dinner in
the gymnasium on Whit Monday.
(Also see Return to the Song on
page 30)

May 15 9 boys are
killed and others
injured when a
Hurricane crashes
on the cricket field.

1920
May 23
Oliver Plunkett
is beatified.

2005

1971

1955

September Downside
School becomes
co-educational. Caverel
House becomes the first
girls’ House.

The monastery library
designed by Francis
Pollen is opened.
(Also see Unearthing our
Heritage on page 32)

Fire destroys the
old gymnasium

1947
Ealing Priory
becomes
independent
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April 30 The community and pupils
of St Gregory’s arrive at Downside.

July 10 Grand opening
of the Old Chapel

1907
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1899
Prior Edmund Ford is
elected first Abbot of
Downside.

1857

1930
1918

The first full school
photograph is taken.
1880
Start of the building of
the Abbey Church

1838
June 28 Queen Victoria
crowned. No holiday
in school because of
misbehaviour.

1957

1876
Petre Library established

The Great Wars ends.
Over 500 Downside
boys served in the
forces; 109 were killed;
their average age was
25. More than a fifth of
the 500 gained some
honour or distinction.
(Also see Monks at the
Front on page 42)

June 10-12 The Australian
Cricket Team comes to
Downside for test-match
practice. D. Bradman does
not visit Downside, choosing
instead to stay with friends.
T. Richardson hits a six
onto the veranda of the
Sheldon Pavilion.

September 10
Worth Priory
becomes
independent

1967

1960
School Theatre opens
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A Bicentenary

1974

May 10
Downside performs
Verdi’s Requiem in Wells
Cathedral with six
other schools under the
direction of Roger Bevan.
(Also see Family Ties on
page 16)

The Order of
Malta Volunteers
(OMV) are
founded to enable
pupils of Downside
and Worth to
take handicapped
pilgrims to
Lourdes.

2014
Dr James Whitehead
appointed first lay
head of Downside

A Bicentenary
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A BICENTENARY
1814 – 2014
The Bicentenary has been an opportunity to focus on
Downside’s key achievements over the last two hundred years
and to build on them for the future. There has been a great
variety of celebrations – including a splendid benefactors’ dinner,
a stylish Concours d’Elegance and several concerts, conferences
and publications – but the principal events have been spiritual
beginning with the Mass at Westminster Cathedral and
culminating in the Masses for St Gregory’s and St Benedict’s
Days in March, presided over by the Apostolic Nuncio and the
Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster respectively.
The Abbey Church has been the heart and setting for most of
the celebrations and it is gradually being restored and beautified.
Scaffolding for the first phase of a continuing programme of
restoration was taken down by the beginning of March, this year
and the East End of the Church has emerged resplendent.
We are thankful to all our benefactors. For many the
Abbey Church sums up all that Downside is about.
Downside’s many constituencies – the monastic community,
staff and students, Old Gregorians, oblates, parishioners, friends
– have come together to give thanks for all that Downside
has done for the building up of the Catholic Faith and the
encouragement of good learning. What I have learnt from the
Bicentenary most myself is the importance of looking forward
to the future. This has been clearly shown in the appointment
of our first lay Head Master. The past should be a call to action
and new life, not merely a nostalgic dream. We must retain the
spirit of energy and vision which inspired our ancestors and
trust for new and on-going development in the years ahead.
Dom Aidan Bellenger, Abbot of Downside

6
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The dawn of 2014 welcomed the start of celebrations marking the Bicentenary of Downside
Community’s arrival at Stratton-on-the-Fosse. In 1814 they left Acton Burnell, where they
had arrived only a few years previously, having left the ravages of the French Revolution to
seek sanctuary with the Smythe family at their family home in Shropshire. In 1814
a farmhouse in Somerset became available and after the Community arrived they
began work to create the Downside we know today.
At the forefront of this Bicentenary year has been the on-going and enormous restoration
project of the Abbey Church and fund-raising efforts to make completion of this project possible.

8
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Previous pages;
• Bicentenary launch Mass, Westminster Cathedral, 27th February
Pictured:
• Bicentenary launch Mass, Westminster Cathedral, 27th February
• St Gregory’s Day, Apostolic Nuncio, 12th March
• Dom Leo with past Heads of School, 19th March
• S t Benedict’s Day,The Most Reverend Vincent Nichols,
Archbishop of Westminster, 21st March
• Benefactors’ Dinner, 21st March
• Verdi’s Requiem, Abbey Church, 27th March
• 200 Downside Monks book launch, 11th June
• Concours d’Elegance, Downside, 4th May
• Jake Francis-Jones (B55) received the inaugural Old Gregorian
Medal at Prize Day, 27th June
Following pages:
• Concours d’Elegance, Downside, 4th May

10 A Bicentenary
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HEAD
HEAD
It has been an extraordinary and humbling experience to be Heads of School at such an auspicious
time in Downside’s long history. We are both honoured to have had such key roles to play at such
an important time and we can safely affirm that Downside’s Bicentenary in Stratton-on-the-Fosse has
been a very engaging affair with an extensive programme of events to mark the occasion.
Over the past 200 years there have been many seminal junctures in the School’s journey. The arrival
of the monastic community from Shropshire led to the construction of the Downside we know today.
The impact of the Great War and the loss of a generation of Downside schoolboys left scars that
reflected losses across the nation. Almost a century on, Downside allowed girls to join its hallowed
ranks – while controversial at the time, we now enjoy a more balanced and well-adjusted community.
Finally, some 200 years after the arrival of the Community at Downside, we said farewell to Dom
Leo, who had been Headmaster since 2003 and welcomed his successor, Dr Whitehead, the School’s
first lay Head Master. This is another momentous event in 2014 which we hope will further enhance
Downside’s rich fabric and reputation whilst not impeding its spirituality.
Although Downside’s ethos and Benedictine community acts as a foundation for which its pupils can
flourish, the experience of each individual is unique and special. We would like to recount the aspects
of Downside life which have stood out for us and which we will remember long after we leave.

SEBASTIAN HARRIS (R14) - As Head Boy and a member
of Roberts House, I have especially enjoyed the rugby.
Although a small school like Downside struggles to compete
against the likes of Sherborne and Millfield, the sense of
camaraderie at Downside is especially heightened on
the rugby pitch, despite the score failing at times to truly
represent the extent of ambition and courage that we put
in and that binds us as a team. As far as rugby goes, my
highlight has got to have been the School’s Six Nations Tens
Tournament, which for the last 3 years has never failed to
excite me. However, the most recent tournament was the
most significant for me as it was my last opportunity to play
rugby with those who I have been playing alongside for
the last 5 years and we proudly ended our rugby career at
Downside by reaching the Plate Final, only narrowly losing
to St Paul’s. I have also cherished the late night dorm raids,
pillow fights, snowball fights and other harmless fun that goes
hand in hand with Downside boarding life. The unofficial interhouse who can sing the final hymn the loudest competition
has also been a favourite of mine. For me, it is the traditions
that Downside upholds, which provides the most tangible
link between us and our predecessors and this is perhaps the
reason I will remember them above all else.

HANNAH FIELD (I14) - As Head Girl in Isabella House, my time has
been somewhat different to Seb’s. This is my 9th year at Downside
having started in 2005 as one of the School’s first girls. My first four
years were spent in what was then known as St. Oliver’s, before moving
up into the 3rd form in 2009. As a day pupil up until this year, I had a
slightly different experience to the boarders but nevertheless enjoyed
joining in as much as possible. I have especially enjoyed the Choir, CCF,
Concert Band, and all the sporting events on offer.
A tour around the corridors quickly illustrates the depth of history that
makes the School what it is. Fading photographs of our predecessors
accentuate the extent of change in the past centuries but they
nonetheless reflect the abiding sense of community that underpins school
life at Downside. Undoubtedly, 200 years from now, our successors
will look at our photographs with the same due sense of incredulity
but they will recognise in our faces and demeanours that we were
wholly committed to the School and its ethos too. Life at Downside
will continue to change in the years ahead but the School will remain a
moral compass for future generations. Embarking on our lives beyond
the sheltered confines of the Downside bubble need not be a feeling
dominated by a sense of loss or trepidation. We are all able to remain
part of the Downside Alumni through the Old Gregorian Society and in
doing so are able to further develop a sense of fellowship and charity.

We know we speak on behalf of the student body in recognising how fortunate we are to have been at the School in its 200th year in Somerset.

14 Head 2 Head
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Family
The Bevan family have incredibly
strong links to Downside –
where to begin >>

16 Family Ties
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cemetery as they were so revered by the
community. John’s father died young at 59
and was a very popular local GP.
“In our large family of fourteen, we took it
for granted that there was always someone
to play with and when you were fed up
with them, there was someone else. Each
year Christmas and Easter came around and
a new baby. We were never really aware
of my mother being pregnant, we always
thought the nurse delivered the baby to us

…Well it’s now in its third generation
after 60 unbroken years, an incredible
statistic in itself. To celebrate Downside’s
Bicentenary the Bevan Family Choir
gave a concert in the Abbey Church.
This brought the generations together to
sing sacred music devoted to celebrating
Pope Gregory the Great, Our Lady and
the great feasts of Easter, Ascension,
Pentecost and Corpus Christi.
The Bevan Family Choir originally consisted
of the sons and daughters of Roger and
Cecilia Bevan, who had a total of 14
children. It was formed in the late ‘50s
when the older children were still quite

18 Family Ties

young and in 1959 they made their first
public appearance at the Mid-Somerset
Festival in Bath. By the 70s the choir was
giving prestigious concerts around England
and touring Europe. The Choir consists
of original members but now with the
addition of nephews and nieces including
Sophie, fast emerging as a rising opera star.
Rachel Bevan is well known at Downside,
not only as Deputy House Mother of
Caverel House but as a mainstay of girls’
music and leader of the Girls’ Chamber
Choir. Her husband John Carter has
close links with the School too. His father
and mother are buried in the monk’s

from her black bag. Whilst being educated
at home, my father discovered we could
sing in parts. Having no television, we
spent our childhood singing the services
at Christmas and Easter in the Abbey
Church and performing all over Europe,
specialising in Renaissance Polyphony,
which we loved and have passed that
love on to our children, many of whom
sing with us today. Had our choice of
music been different, who knows what
would have happened.

Our early years were spent at Downside
Lodge where we were self-sufficient.
We had a cow, goats, one sheep, chicken
and my father maintained a very large
kitchen garden. He used to bring back
bones from the Downside butcher and
my mother made a dish, which we called
“Fence” , the dumplings were good
though. Besides music all our family
are very keen cooks.”

Downside ties…
•R
 achel had eight brothers at Downside from
the 1960s to 80s. John had six brothers all
Head of Caverel, including John. John and
Rachel had two boys at Downside.
• Roger Bevan converted to Catholicism at
Downside during the war. He was Director

of Music from 1953-1985. At All Hallows
he was a music teacher from 1955 to
around 1990 and Director of Music from
1958 to the early 70s. In 1969 Roger
revived the Schola Cantorum at Sunday
Mass. The Schola Cantorum was founded

over 100 years ago and is the oldest
Roman Catholic school choir in
the country.
• Tony Bevan has been a violin teacher at
Downside since 1986 and at All Hallows
as well for 35 years.

Family Ties
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Vintners’
CLUBS & SOCIETIES

*

The Downside Vintners’ Society was founded in 1960 and is believed
to be the oldest school wine appreciation society in the country. Many
other public schools soon followed on, but now, due to legal restrictions
there are not many of these societies left. The structure of the society
has been maintained throughout the years with a member of staff as
president and a student secretary. This year Mr H. Pike took over from
Mr A. Steele as president. Meetings have traditionally been held after
supper in the Turnbull Bar and involved the permanent members as
well as some of the associate members. The application process entails
a letter from each applicant directed to the president and selection is
done based on what members can contribute to the society in terms
of speakers as well as knowledge and interest in the production process
of different wines and regions. The highlights of this year have been the
Champagne meeting sponsored by Laurent-Perrier where we tasted the
Ultra Brut, Brut, Cuvée Rosé and the Millésimé 2004. Closer to home
we visited Award-Winning Wraxall Vineyard south of Shepton Mallet on
an early summer’s evening, where the owner, Brian Shirly, gave us a tour

*vint-ner (vĭnt’ner)
n.
1. A wine merchant.
2. One who makes wine.
[Middle English vineter, from Old French vinetier, from
Medieval Latin vīnētārius, from Latin vīnētum, vineyard,
from vīnum, wine.]

of his vines showing his passion for the industry. We were given a tasting
of two of his wines including a Baccus white and a Pinot Noir Rosé.
As Brian eloquently put it, his oldest vines, which are of the Madeleine
Angevine variety, are “temperamental” and for this reason his two other
wines made with Madeleine are not quite ready to drink yet. Wraxall are
hoping to launch a sparkling wine later in the year.
Tomás Camprubi Royle (R14) - Secretary of Vintners’ 2013/14
Wraxall Vineyard, www.wraxallvineyard.co.uk.

20 Clubs & Societies
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MARA
THON
+

LONDON
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I am a keen long distance and cross-country runner
and after running the Bath Half Marathon last
year for the British Red Cross I wanted a bigger
challenge and to do something more for charity.
A full marathon seemed like the most obvious
thing to do. At 18, I was one of the youngest
taking part, something that I found very exciting.
I chose to run for the Royal British Legion, a
charity that helps serving members of the Armed
Forces, ex-servicemen and women of all ages, their
carers and dependents, as my father and both my
grandparents served in the armed forces. Overall I
managed to raise over £2,500 for the Royal British
Legion, which was a lot more than I had hoped.
I completed the course in just under 4 hours, a bit
slower than I had planned, but I was just glad to
have finished. I started very fast, which although it
felt great to begin with started causing me problems
later on. However the support and encouragement
from the other runners and from the crowd kept
me going all the way to the end.
Hermione Toomey (C14)

22 Marathon

PARIS

I decided to run a marathon after my best friend’s mother
passed away in June 2013 after battling cancer for 5 years. My
grandmother also lost her battle with cancer but both ladies
were looked after by Macmillan Cancer Support who made
the last few months of their lives significantly easier. I wanted to
do something to raise money to support this charity and as my
older brother George (B09) ran the London Marathon twice,
running a marathon seemed the obvious solution. Along with
3 of my Durham friends I signed up for the Paris Marathon this
year and completed it under the key 4 hour mark.

I am delighted to say I raised over £2,300 for Macmillan
Cancer Support, doubling my fundraising target and raising
enough to pay for two nurses to look after a patient and their
family for a week.
The Marathon experience was both fantastic and painful. I was
saved from “hitting the wall” thanks to great cheering from the
crowds, some amazing energy gels and my serious competitive
streak to beat my brother’s time! I also had amazing support
from family and friends.

+

I would encourage anyone to take part in a challenge like this
– it was emotional, exhausting but extremely well worth it!
Clare Hunter (C11)

www.downside.co.uk
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We Will Remember Them

“

I already knew many brave men died in WWI. However, at the sight of the first cemetery, Tyne
Cot, I couldn’t help being overwhelmed by the amount of graves and names of missing soldiers.
Mixed feelings took my thoughts; gratitude, sadness, horror that men could fight to that extent.
I couldn’t stop thinking about each of the men’s families and how much sadness each of the
deaths brought to them. Seeing the name of an ancestor in the list of OGs that died made
me proud but also struck me, seeing that he, and many of the men he fought alongside, died
and maybe weren’t given the proper burial with all the honours they deserved. Even though
I had studied the Great War, this trip allowed me to see the same events from a different
perspective. I’ll take this experience with me for my whole life.
Thomas MacDermot

”

24 We Will Remember Them
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55,000
44,292
72,000
c.

Menin Gate

Langemarck (25,000 in

the mass grave at front)

Thiepval

Tyne Cot

35,000 on the wall
1,176 on centre cross, 300 around it, and a further 12,000 as graves in front = c. 48,500

26 We Will Remember Them

“

The history trip was not only educational but
extremely fulfilling. I felt honoured to stand at
the memorials and graves of the bravest men
of the 20th Century and pay my respects to
their ultimate sacrifice.
George Thackray

”

We Will Remember Them
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“

It was a fantastic and moving trip. It allowed me to broaden my knowledge of history
and it gave me the opportunity to reflect on the reality of the horrors of WW1.
Evie Weston-Smith

”

“

The trip was for educational purposes but I experienced
a more personal view on the 1st World War. It gave me
a chance to be face to face with the history behind the
facts. Visually, Tyne Cot was the most moving due to it
being the largest military cemetery in the world in terms
of space. Langemarck gave me chills – approximately
25,000 Germans were buried together in about the size
of a squash court. This had the most shocking impact,
epitomising the sombre mood of The Great War
Sophie Simoes

”

After an eighteen hour feud with British weather and transport,
we finally arrived in Ypres, to meet our Belgian hosts. At the crack
of dawn we set off for the reconstructed German trenches, which
were sadly locked, despite Mr. Butt’s valiant effort to get us in. We
drove on to the vast Tyne Cot Cemetery which contained hundreds
of thousands of allied soldiers including some OGs. It was truly
humbling and gave us an insightful perspective on the number of
dead. In contrast to the heroic allied memorials the meagre German
Graveyard was far more sombre, and reflected the Belgian’s post
war resentment. Seeing a fellow fifteen year old’s grave at another
one of the cemeteries was shocking and highlighted the true extent
of the bravery of the young who served their country. Then we
visited Ypres’ infamous cloth hall, which houses a museum containing
a unique retrospective viewpoint on the nearby battles. At the Menin
Gate we witnessed the moving last post which has commemorated

the dead every evening since the end of the war. Again its size and
significance were markers of a brutal war of attrition.
On day two the visit to Vimy ridge was enlightening.The valour
of the Canadians, who fought and managed to capture the hill, was
personified by the splendour of the striking white monument, which is
the world’s largest World War One memorial. Downside’s annual service
at the Thiepval Memorial followed, where several students volunteered
to read out the names of the OG’s who had fought and whose bodies
were never recovered. Commemorating our fellow Gregorians was
when the atrocious reality truly sunk in. Our final stop was at the Front
line of one of the Somme’s notorious battlefields. Here we were able to
see how little progress was made for such a severe loss of life. Overall
the trip was a valuable opportunity to deepen our knowledge, and to
experience the horrors of World War One for ourselves.
Luke Griffiths and Alexandra Highcock

“The Fifth Form World War 1 Battlefields trip serves as a visual aid in
support of the teaching and learning for our pupils’ IGCSE coursework
and helps to reinforce study and teaching in the classroom before and
after the trip, to enable pupils to maximise their chances in this key
piece of work. The purpose of the trip is more complex. Firstly, History
is more than just books or research on the internet and thus the trip is
about developing passion, enthusiasm, perspective and context. Secondly,
it is of course about the importance of the First World War in History

and its impact on the 20th Century, especially as we commemorate the
centenary of the War’s outbreak this year. Lastly, the trip underpins much
of the skills and knowledge we impart as a Department and what pupils
take away with them to the benefit of their broader education.”
Over the previous three years 65 pupils have gained A*s and a
further 54 have gained A grades. This equates to 75% of all pupils
taking the subject at GCSE level.
Mr Rob Butt – Head of Humanities

28 We Will Remember Them
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Return to
the Song
Patriae domus decorem
Diligamus filii
Eque vivis comparata
Moenia lapidibus.
Hanc senectutis quietem
Veneremur in dies
Prata amemus iuvenili
Flore viridantia.
The glory of a Father’s house
is for the children to love
and these its walls, made and built
from living stones.
This haven of age we are to revere
more every day
and love the meadows blossoming
with flowers of youth.
Lieutenant Stephen Hewett

In the Downside Diary in 2011 we featured Stephen
Hewett, (1893-1916), Head Boy, OG, killed in action
leading his platoon as part of the Somme advance on 22
July 1916. He is commemorated at Thiepval Memorial
and this year his name was found by a descendent
and current pupil, William Harwood. It is fitting in this
centenary year of the outbreak of WW1 that William
should be on the School’s annual history battlefields tour
and rediscover 2nd Lieutenant Hewett’s name amongst
so many others. Stephen Hewett wrote the poem
Patriae domus decorem, in the Easter holidays of 1914
which was set to music by Dom Alphege Shebbeare and
first sung by Old Gregorians at Downside’s centenary
celebrations on 1st June 1914. Generations since know it
as The School Song.
2nd Lieutenant Stephen Henry Hewett,
11th Royal Warwickshire Regiment.
• Joined Downside in 1905
• Head of School
• President of the Abingdon Society
• Editor of the Raven
• Won 1st X1 cricket, hockey and football colours
• Awarded the Gregorian Medal in 1907
• Went up to Balliol College, Oxford in 1910 as the
Senior Classical Scholar. Won further scholarships
there and his hockey Blue.
Extract from the book Downside and the War 1914-19
“..there was no activity in which he did not excel. With
all his rare gifts and successful achievements he was
entirely free from any form of self-assertion; a loyal and
sympathetic friend and a delightful companion, brilliant,
witty and unselfish, always interested in the opinions of
others and appreciative of their merits.”

“

On this trip the most memorable experience was
visiting my ancestor Stephen Hewett at the Thiepval
Memorial. I had mixed emotions about seeing such a
great man being killed, like many others that he had
fought with. At the same time I had an overwhelming
sense of pride that my family did fight for my country,
where I can live freely today.
William Harwood

30 Return to the Song
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The Monastic Library of the Priory of St
Gregory the Great was one of the finest in the
English Catholic Diaspora. Located in the great
centre of English Catholic exile, the university
town of Douai, the English monks had access
to some of the finest works in Christendom.
We know of the extent of the collection from
Dom Norbert Sweeney, the Monastic Librarian
(1845-50) who estimated the Library to have
consisted of at least 80,000 volumes. Today it
would be considered one of the largest rare
book collections in the country.

Two-hundred years ago, almost to the day,
the exiled monks of St Gregory’s, Douai,
left their ‘second exile’ in Acton Burnell,
Shropshire for the Mendips. It has always
been a grey area as to what the Library
was like in the early days of ‘Downside’.
As we implement our Conservation
Management Plan to catalogue and
preserve the collections for future
generations we are uncovering some very
rare and interesting finds. Recently we
revealed a full sacred repertoire identified
as having been composed by the French
The Monastery Library at Downside
composer Fabrullier. The music is heavily
approaches its second year of a three year
instrumental with several choral parts.
Heritage Lottery Fund
It is typical of the
(HLF) supported
‘high’ French Baroque,
regeneration project.
indicative of midWe are grateful to all
eighteenth century
those benefactors who
music: more Jean
have supported the
Baptiste de Lully than
by Dr Simon Johnson, Keeper, Abbey Archives and Library
project since its inception
Gregorian Chant as
particularly the Paul
we understand it today.
Getty Jnr Charitable
The watermarks on
Trust, the Garfield
the paper identify the
Westfield Foundation and the Esmée Fairbairn
volumes as having been printed in Douai
provided important rights and privileges to its
Foundation.The Library is first and foremost a
around 1760. This is a rare find as
members and shaped the mission and future
Monastic Library – and always will remain so –
it identifies the sacred choral tradition of
direction of the English Benedictines. The
however the Community have long appreciated opening lines can be seen in the illustration
the Monastic Community whilst in exile:
the importance of providing greater access to
there are few such complete works
(to the left) and are translated below:
those that can benefit from our collections and
that have survived within the English
“THE VENERABLE CONGREGATION of
the treasures that the Library contains. In the
Catholic Diaspora.
course of an ‘average’ working week it is my job English Monks of the Order of St Benedict,
being planted in the field of the Lord, day
to engage with valuable stakeholders, manage
Another ‘Downside Treasure’ is the
by day produces rich fruit in the Church
the implementation of the Conservation
Lambach Prophetarum (book of the major
Militant unto the salvation of the souls of
Management Plan, the Activity Plan as well as
prophets). This work, from the Monastic
Christ’s faithful. Wherefore We are both
managing the vast day to day correspondence
Library of Lambach in Austria, has recently
that has exploded since the success of the HLF disposed and willing - and the more readily been dated as having been executed in
because they ask it of Us - to confirm with
Phase 1 bid.
the eleventh century. It is a very large
the strength of Our approbation whatever
copy on thick paper in a contemporary
grants have been made to the said monks
I get asked, almost daily, what I consider the
vellum binding and is adorned with the
by the Roman Pontiffs, Our predecessors,
‘rarest treasures’ in the collection and my
coat of arms of Maximilian Pagel, Abbot of
and whatever decrees and ordinances have
response tends to change as new discoveries
Lambach. The copy was acquired by the
been made by their superiors for their good Abbey in 1940.
are uncovered on a regular basis. The most
government, as likewise to make further
important collection Downside holds is
provision for them as it seems expedient to
The Archive holds a large collection of
the Archive of the English Benedictine
Urban VIII
us in the Lord.”
Papal Bulls, the earliest of which dates back
Congregation (EBC). This answer surprises
many – what about the fourteenth century
Ely Psalter or Paston’s Account of the Battle
of Bannockburn (1314)? The Archive of the
EBC contains the only historical record of
its missions, the narratives and footprints of
several hundred men and women who made
up the Benedictine Order and constituted the
face of Benedictine mission and monasticism
from its re-foundation to modern times in the
British Isles. The most important document
that we have is the Papal Bull Plantata. The Bull
was erected by the Barberini Pope Urban VIII
in 1633 and confirmed the continuity of the
English congregation of Benedictine monks
from its medieval antecedents to 1633. It
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Left: Plantata (1633) preserved in the Abbey’s Archives. It is the foundation bull of the current
English Benedictine Congregation given by Pope Urban VIII.
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to the eleventh century. Most of the bulls
are Early Modern and concern matters
ecclesiastical and secular in mainland
Europe. The ‘bull’ comes from the term
‘bullum’ which is the stamp that creates
the ‘bulla’ which is a small lead seal roughly
the size of a 50p coin. On one side is
the depiction of SS Peter and Paul and
on the reverse the name of the Pope
who executed the bull. The Downside
collection also holds a large quantity of

Downside Abbey’s Library has one of the
largest collections of Medieval and Early
Modern liturgical texts in the country. This
was largely down to the work of Edmund
Bishop – the noted liturgist and historian –
and the work of Dom Raymund Webster,
the great Monk Librarian. One of the finest
Missals we have is the Nicholas Prevost,
Missale Sarum (Paris, 1527) bought from
the collection of John Basil Lowder Tolhurst.
The Sarum ‘Use’ or ‘Rite’ was the standard

the Reformation. Downside’s collection
includes Sarum Rite missals that have no
such marginalian-vandalism which denotes
the work never entered the English market
or the owner of the missal refused to
subscribe to the Henrician Injunctions:
a brave act, bearing in mind this was a
treasonable offence.
Downside Abbey Archives and Library is
home to some of the finest collections

“It provided important rights and privileges to its members and shaped
the mission and future direction of the English Benedictines.”
Plantata
correspondence papers from notable
figures in the post-Reformation Catholic
Church: these include papers from Cardinal
Reginald Pole, the last of the Plantagenets;
letters from (St) Charles Cardinal
Borromeo, Archbishop of Milan and a large
collection of papers from the Warrior Pope
and patron of Michaelangelo, Julius II della
Rovere. It is an eclectic collection indicative
of the tastes and acquisition policies of
generations of Monk Librarians.

liturgical text for most of the Province of
Canterbury (other uses included York and
Bangor). The early recusant community in
England and in exile continued to use the
Sarum Rite until it was gradually replaced
by the Tridentine Rite in the late sixteenth
century. It is common for Sarum Use
missals to have the Feast of St Thomas
of Canterbury [29 December] blotted
out, as well as the term ‘Pope’: this was a
result of the Henrician Injunctions during

in Europe and is the largest Monastic
Library in the British Isles. Two hundred
years ago a group of itinerant monks
came to Downside with very little of
their original Library. Two hundred years
later that same Community hold in trust
one of the most impressive libraries in
the country. There are exciting times
ahead for the Monastery Library. We have
a team of volunteers who have been
trained in conservation and preservation

Lambach Prophetarum (1170) from the
Abbey of Lambach

History of the Knights of the Order of Rhodes by
William Caoursin Vice-chancellor of Rhodes (1496)
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Missale Sarum (Paris, 1527) one of many such
works in the Edmund Bishop collection.

Ely Psalter ‘the Psalmist’ (early fourteenth century)

Baston MS detailing an account of the battle
of Bannockburn in 1314 given by an English
Carmelite friar Robert of Baston.

Detail of a Papal Bull given by
Pope Julius II (1503 – 13)
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A Papal Bull with the apostles Peter and Paul.

The Fabrullier MS: a full sacred repertoire from the original Douai Library of the Priory of St Gregory the Great.

“Downside Abbey Archives and Library is home to some of the finest
collections in Europe and is the largest Monastic Library in the British Isles.”
Dr Simon Johnson
management are working daily to clean
and preserve our rare book collection.
A digital catalogue of key parts of our
collection is being populated and will go
live in the Autumn. Remedial work to
the iconic Francis Pollen Library will
take place over the Summer making the
Monastery Library environmentally secure
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to ensure the collections are preserved
for the future.
The Benedictine Order has always been
at the forefront of scholarly learning and
cultural outreach. The three year regeneration
project will ensure that these collections will
be available for the Monastic Community in

another two hundred years and to the wider
academic public. During the remedial work
to the Monastery Library, as important work
is carried out to the fabric of the building, my
team has been placed in ‘semi-exile’ in the
St Bede Centre. A fitting location for a room
dedicated to the Father of English History
and the only English Doctor of the Church.
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For school
& county
HOCKEY
England Hockey operates a Single System Player Pathway to
support and develop young hockey enthusiasts to reach their
greatest potential. Starting with JDC, (Junior Development Centres),
which are local centres, to JAC, (Junior Academy Centres), which are
county based to regional performance centres, (JRPC). If successful,
players will then go on to National training and representation.

CRICKET
Hugo Morgan is currently playing for Somerset County cricket U14s
but started playing when he was only six years old. He has been
in the county teams playing U10s, U11s, U12s and U13s. Although
Hugo has just finished Third Form he has already been part of the
1st X1 team at Downside. Asked for the name of an England cricket
player he admires and Hugo immediately said, James Anderson,
“James is a player I look up to, he’s a brilliant swing bowler.”
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Downside had 15 players accepted for JDC training from which
Edward McCabe, Rohan Barrowcliff, Anastasia Morgan, Poppy
Marsh, Cordelia Sheridan, Harry MacGinnis, Harry Travers,
Patrick Preston, William Brand-Lyons, Lawrie Graham, Isabella
Tayler and Heloise Isola all successfully progressed onto the JAC
training programme. This ended with Edward, Harry MacGinnis,
Patrick, Lawrie and William being selected to play in the County
tournament and competing against the rest of the West Region.
After a long day playing eight games apiece and with some
exceptional hockey executed by our pupils the selectors chose to
take our eldest star Will Brand-Lyons through to train at the U17’s
Bristol Regional training centre (JRPC). Will follows in the footsteps
of Charles Parry, our First Team Captain. Charles was too old to
take part in the Single System this year but was triumphant with
Team Bath U18’s. Bath had successfully progressed through the
England Hockey Knockout Cup, they reached the National finals
and were victorious at the event and crowned National Champions.
This was a very worthy accolade for Charles as he finished his
junior hockey career. Charles was also recognised for his sporting
talents at Prize Day, awarded the Turnbull Cup for Outstanding
Sport Achievement and also the Gordon Hemming Cricket Award
as he scored 100 in the match against the Wanderers just before
the end of the summer term.Teresa Simpson
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RUGBY
Rugby is a significant winter sport at Downside and the School
has a long and successful rugby tradition. There is a keen desire
to maintain the rugby prowess and every player strives hard to
be part of the 1st XV squad. With a strong fixture list, the boys
are tested every weekend and the School continues to provide a
regular stream of young hopefuls to the County set up. Last season’s
captain, Alexander Lawless, played for the Somerset Under 17s and
he was joined by Head Boy and fullback, Sebastian Harris and scrum
half Lloyd Penny. Prop forward, Cameron Wetherall, played for
two Somerset age group sides, the U18s and U21s, whilst Willliam
Harwood, only 15 years old, not only played a whole season of 1st
XV rugby but also represented the County and Bath Academy.
Guy Barrow
CROSS-COUNTRY AND ATHLETICS
Downside has enjoyed another outstanding cross-country season,
with an unbeaten run by the Intermediate Boys’ team and the
Senior Boys winning most of their races. The girls also enjoyed great
success, especially as they were mostly competing against older girls
from other schools, finishing a close second in most of the races.
Felix Rusby and Hermione Toomey won gold medals in most of
their races and Max Travers put up a convincing performance against
each of the Somerset Schools and Dorset Schools champions in
each of his races. All three, plus Finnian Day and Jonathan Birkett,
were selected to represent Somerset Schools this season.
Max, Jonathan and Felix also enjoyed a strong athletics season,
with both Max and Jonathan representing Somerset Schools
in the 1500m at the South West Schools Championships
(Felix was unfortunately unavailable for selection that day).
Sadly we say farewell to both Hermione and Max. Hermione has
been a stalwart of the Downside cross-country team since she
joined the school in 2009, providing an inspiration to younger
runners and representing both Somerset Schools and Wiltshire
throughout her time with us. Max came to running late, not starting
until Lower 6 and springing straight to prominence, both in interschool races and representing Somerset Schools. We wish them
both well in their respective futures.
At the same time we welcome a number of fresh faces to the
team, notably Jonathan Birkett, Theobald Mathew and Alvaro
Perez-Maura, who will head up our Intermediate Boys next season.
Allister Steele
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MONKS AT THE FRONT
Downside School’s contribution to the Great War
is well publicised, with hundreds of Old Gregorians
serving in the forces and 109 giving their lives during
the conflict. Downside Monastery’s contribution,
however, is less well known. Between 1914 and 1919,
fifteen of the monastic community served as Chaplains
to the Forces on the Western Front and in Salonika,
with an Old Gregorian eventually becoming Episcopus
Castrensis or ‘Bishop of the Camp’ in charge of all
Catholic chaplains within the British Army. Cardinal
Gasquet was also in Rome advising Pope Benedict XV.
Many of the Chaplain’s letters, diaries and pictures
are held in the Downside Abbey Archives and give
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a unique insight into an aspect of the war almost
unknown to many of those who will take an interest
in the centenary celebrations over the next four
years. The Catholic chaplain faced a difficult task in
an army primarily consisting of Protestants, however,
by August 1918 there were 643 Roman Catholic
chaplains ministering to the Catholics in the army,
many of them being decorated for bravery and
several giving their lives for their devotion to duty.
Downside’s monastic community played a vital and
unique role during the Great War. Dom Stephen
Rawlinson became Assistant Principal Chaplain on
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the Western Front, a position he was given
by the Old Gregorian, Monsignor William
Keatinge. Rawlinson took over the day to
day administration of the Chaplain’s office,
ably assisted by Dom Dominic Young,
another Downside monk. Indeed, at the end
of the war when Abbot Butler wrote to
Rawlinson asking for Dom Dominic’s return
to Downside, Rawlinson replied:

He is the only one who understands anything about
it besides myself… That the whole of the Principal
Chaplain’s Department is being run by Downside
would perhaps be also of some consideration to you.
Of the monks who went to the Front,
there remain many personal letters relating
their feelings, emotions, and thoughts about
their involvement in the bloodiest conflict
in history. Dom Urban Butler, a son of the
famous military artist, Lady Butler, went
to the Front in 1916 initially with the 9th
Cheshire Regiment. His first letter home is
dated 9th March 1916 and begins:

You will have got my letter from Boulogne. I have
now got my job and am off tomorrow morning
early.The head chaplain [Rawlinson] was most
kind and offered me my choices between work at
the front and a base hospital. Of course there was
no choice for anyone worth his salt and I have
chosen to go up.
Dom Urban’s correspondence chronicles
many of the great events of the war in
which the regiments he served with were
involved. The Battle of the Somme which
began on 1st July 1916 is one such event,
and Butler must have been fully involved as
he does not write until the 7th July. He gives
a description of his activities in the opening
days of the battle, but one paragraph
epitomises his views of the epic struggle:

There were days in the past when men wounded one
another in honourable anger, striking at the brow
or the breast with clean steel. But these wounds are
an outrage against heaven and I will not offend
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your feelings by describing what I have witnessed.
Was man made after God’s image to be torn by
hideous machinery and has the world, developing
upon an utterly false theory of civilisation,
determined to tear itself to pieces in rage at the
sight of its own devil-worship?
He goes on, almost prophetically, to state,
‘Don’t have too high hopes about this battle,
the Germans are marvellous and it will be a
slow and costly business.’ As a chaplain, Dom
Urban, and indeed all chaplains, would have
been involved in the areas where the worst
events took place: at the aid stations with the
dying and badly wounded giving the last rites
and sending men on their last transition and
in many cases with the men as they went
forward. Indeed many of the chaplains, from all
denominations, who were killed in the conflict
died attending to wounded men in the open.
Another Downside monk who has left
a plethora of material is Dom Raymund
Webster, perhaps better known for his
work after the war in building the great
collection in the Monastery Library. Dom
Raymund joined the Chaplain’s Department
in 1915 and was attached to the 12th King’s
Royal Rifle Corps and, from his many letters,
seems to have worked in and around the
Poperinghe area, the scene of heavy fighting
throughout the war. Many of his erudite
writings were sent to other Downside
monks: Dom Paul Brookfield, Dom Austin
Corney and Abbot Cuthbert Butler. His
letters focus on his everyday duties and
the news from Downside. A particularly
interesting letter is dated 6th March 1916,
in which he recounts having met with Old
Gregorians who were in his area:

Frank McDermott is near here with the 6th
divisional train and Louis Daly and Alfred Murphy
have been resting here with the 2nd Leinsters. I
went to their billet to visit their chaplain Fr Doyle
SJ. He has a good job with a battalion which has
only 70 or 80 Protestants, says the Rosary every
night in the men’s huts when they are resting and

gets 500 to Communion at a time when he can get
them in a church. Better than having to lug my
slum rats to confession by the scruff of their necks
at rare intervals. Bertie is here at present, he is
adjutant of his battalion but his appointment may
not be confirmed. I expect to see Vian and Coats
soon. Yesterday afternoon I visited Fr O Berkely
some 3 miles from here, he has 2 or 3 OG’s near
him but of an older generation which I know not.
Of the men cited by Dom Raymund, Major
Francis (Frank) Macdermot went on to be
Mentioned in Despatches four times and
survived the war. Major Louis Daly was
awarded the Distinguished Service Order
and was also Mentioned in Despatches
four times and wounded. Lieutenant
Alfred Murphy was awarded the Military
Cross, Distinguished Service Order and
Mentioned in Despatches four times. He
was killed in action in November 1917.
Lieutenant Christopher Vian was Mentioned
in Despatches and wounded. Captain James
Coats was awarded the Military Cross,
Mentioned in Despatches and wounded.
Dom Oswald Berkeley was also a Downside
monk who served at the Front from 1916,
and was awarded the military cross in 1917.
The actions of Downside monks during the
Great War were not always extraordinary,
yet they carried out their duties to their
fullest ability. The Downside contingent was,
however, amongst the higher echelons of
the hierarchy of the Chaplain’s Department
during the conflict and it is surely no
coincidence that Rawlinson and Young
ran the Principal Chaplain’s office on the
Western Front, with Cardinal Gasquet
prominent in Rome, ensuring that Downside
was highly prominent in the administration
of the Catholic section of the Chaplain’s
Department. This close proximity to the
core of this branch has left Downside today
with a singular collection and a rich and
unique place in the history of the Great War.

From left to right, top to bottom:
Dom John Chapman 1915-1918, Dom Ambrose Agius 1917-1918,
Dom Bede Camm 1915-1919, Dom Dominic Young 1915-1919,
Dom Odo Langdale 1915-1922, Dom Paul Brookfield 1917,
Dom Raymund Webster 1915-1917, Dom Stephen Rawlinson 1914-1920,
Dom Roger Hudleston 1918-1919, Dom Oswald Berkeley 1916-1918,
Dom Norbert Birt 1915-1918, Dom Urban Butler 1916-1922,
Dom Richard Davey 1917-1918 and Dom Stanislaus Chatterton 1914-1919

Steven Parsons, Clerk Archives & Library
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Lady Butler, mother of Urban Butler, a monk at Downside and Chaplain in WW1
High up on the wall above the stairs leading
to The Old Chapel, hangs a painting of the
Second Anglo-Boer war in South Africa,
entitled Yeomanry Scouts on the Veldt. It
was painted by the mother of Dom Urban
Butler, Elizabeth Butler, a well-known lateVictorian battle painter, who 25 years
before had shaken the art world by her
compassionate portrayal of the plight of the
individual soldier before and after battle.
This work, painted in the aftermath of the
war, differs from her earlier works in its less
personalised, more distant representation
of the men as they wheel round to follow
a Boer Scout in the heat of the day. Butler’s
detachment here is a reflection of her
personal experience following her husband’s
dismissal as Commander-in-Chief of the British
Army in South Africa, owing to irreconcilable
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differences with the more hawkish Governor
General, Alfred Milner. General Butler returned
to England to extreme public vilification as a
“pro-Boer” and unpatriotic, both accusations
his wife found especially hurtful and from
which, according to her children, she did all
in her power to protect him.
Nevertheless, Butler used all her painterly
skills in this picture to depict the heat of
the day bouncing off the arid countryside
as the men ride over a stretch of
vaporising water to the right of the
canvas. She writes that she had been
working hard on her “tone” as can be
seen in the shading of the ubiquitous
khaki uniforms against the sandy backdrop,
so while this may not be the best known
of her oeuvre, it is typical of the care with
which she painted.

It was exhibited in 1912 at the Leicester
Art galleries, London and was subsequently
presented to Downside Abbey by Urban Butler.
Elizabeth Butler continued to paint during
and after WW1 and held exhibitions at the
Leicester Art Galleries in 1917 and 1919.
She also contributed to an international
exhibition at the Guildhall, London in June
1915, which was designed to remind people
of the glorious exploits of the past.
One of her most famous WW1 paintings
was The London Irish at Loos (1916), which
shows the football being kicked towards the
Front line. The football is in the museum of
the Irish Rifles near the Oval.
Dorothy Nott, PhD candidate in the History
of Art department, University of York.
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Fallen
Remembered

The

Downside’s principal memorial of the Great War is the nave of the Abbey Church.
It was designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott (1880-1960) in 1917 during the height of
the conflict and opened for worship in 1925. The names of the dead appear on the
tablets above the west door on the incomplete west end of the building. It makes the
Abbey Church, and especially the part of the church where the pupils worship, a place
of prayer for those who died in the conflicts of the last century. It seems that it was
Scott who proposed the war memorial idea, which was enthusiastically adopted by the
monastic community. It is fitting that the tomb of Abbot Leander Ramsay is located in
the nave as he was Head Master of the School during the war and saw more than a
quarter of his pupils killed in action. Another poignant memorial of the war is found in
several of the Lady Chapel windows which contain portraits of the fallen.
Dom Aidan Bellenger, Abbot of Downside
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FUN IN
THE SUN
‘2 Days in June’

End of the year, end of a term, a chance to unwind with our ‘2 Days in June’. There were lots of activities on offer from drama,
with an abridged version of Blackadder Goes Forth to rehearse for, samba drums to learn and the chance to either build rockets
or devise holes for a crazy golf course. Young artists were undertaking architectural drawing of the Abbey Church sitting in the
sunshine and bands were preparing for Music on a Summer’s Evening. It was busy, productive but above all a great deal of fun.
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TALL
TALES
Signature stained glass

Downside’s stained glass includes a fine collection of work by Sir
Ninian Comper (1864-1960) including the East Window, which
dominates the Church and the Lady Chapel. There are also some
examples by Comper’s associate Geoffrey Webb (1879-1954)
including a striking one, picturing St Basil, in the Gallery Chapels.
Comper’s glass has as its signature a strawberry, Webb’s a spider’s
web with the date, usually concealed in the bottom right hand
corner of the window. The strawberry is a tribute to Comper’s
father, a Scot, who died while giving strawberries to street children
in Aberdeen. The spider’s web is self-explanatory.
Webb’s window is a memorial to Father Basil Maturin (1847-1915),
drowned on the Lusitania, a great transatlantic liner and sister ship
of the Titanic, when it was sunk by the Germans on 7th May 1915.
This event caused the deaths of 1,198 passengers and crew and
led the United States in to the First World War. Maturin had been
chaplain to the Catholics at Oxford. In Boston, USA, in his only
American work, Comper designed the Lindsey Chapel at Emmanuel
Church, which has many similarities to the Downside Lady Chapel,
as a memorial to two other victims of the stricken ship.
RMS Lusitania was a British ocean liner, holder of the Blue Riband and
briefly the world’s largest ship. She was launched by the Cunard Line in
1906, at a time of fierce competition for the North Atlantic trade. Her
sister ship was the Mauretania.
Dom Aidan Bellenger, Abbot of Downside
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ARTICLE

This has been an exciting year for the Art department; with the development of the brand
new iMac suite has come the possibility of introducing photography and graphic projects
to our curriculum. This fantastic resource has enabled Art students in every year group to
explore programmes such as Photoshop, Illustrator and iMovie. Our traditional drawing
and painting approach has been beautifully complemented by the new technology, which
has provided pupils with the opportunity to create innovative and contemporary pieces of
work. Those wishing to pursue Art, Design or Product Design to further education have a
more varied portfolio as a result. >>
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The renovations of the main Art block are now complete
and have provided an incredible space on the ground floor. I
was lucky enough to be given the opportunity to design the
interior and so have created a bespoke work space for Art and
Photography classes which includes a photography studio within
the classroom. As the iMac suite is a few feet away, this enables
fluidity within lessons and gives students freedom to explore a
wider variety of techniques and processes on a daily basis. As
the Art block continues to evolve, we have recently created
spaces for students to focus on glass or ceramics so as to make
better use of our collection of kilns. As of September 2014
fused glass projects will be incorporated into schemes of work
across the year groups – this also opens up further possibilities
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for our Product Design department as fused glass can create
beautiful jewellery pieces.
I am so very excited about the next academic year; thanks
to a donation from Mr and Mrs Wirth we are now able to
deliver a more varied and dynamic curriculum to our students
in both Art and Design. I feel passionately that students
should be encouraged to experiment with a wide range of
artistic specialities and I am extremely grateful for the Wirth’s
generosity and kindness which has opened up many more
possibilities within Art and Design.

GCSE
Throughout this year Andre has been combining photography
with the use of Photoshop and his own style of illustration to
create a series of graphic images for his GCSE work.
Andre’s approach to his work is quite unique; he layers his
photographs creatively and sensitively before then hand drawing
over the top of the printed images. His work has developed a
sophisticated personal style and would not be out of place at a
further education exhibition.
Andre Chen – Fifth Form

Anna Leakey, Head of Art and Photography
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A2 Art, Photography, History of Art
ART – In creating her final piece which depicts a pair of
her own shoes alongside a pair owned by her twin brother
Raleigh, Honor was inspired by Andy Warhol’s earliest
illustrations in Indian ink as well as his drawings of shoes. This
work was also influenced by painter Jen Rowland’s series
‘Famous Feet’. Jen wrote to famous people asking them to
send her their favourite shoes, the idea being to show the
relationships between people and their footwear. As a result
Honor did a series of shoe illustrations including one depicting
a pair of Raleigh’s brogues, which won First Prize at an art
show in Somerset. She has also studied artist Jim Dine’s body
of work and his idea of autobiography through objects. In
response to this Honor has explored how chairs and other
pieces of furniture can reflect a personality.
PHOTOGRAPHY – The title of her course work project was
Multiple Images. Honor explored a variety of approaches
working under this title including a series of William Klein
inspired photographs. Once printed she used acrylic inks to
colour and enhance her images. Later in this project Honor
used a glass orb to create a series she has referred to as
“looking towards a private world.” In these images the scene
behind the orb is reflected upside down within the glass ball
and she has used Photoshop to edit out the hand holding
the orb to create the illusion that it is suspended within
the landscape.
HISTORY OF ART – This has been the study of 18th and
19th century Western art including Impressionism, Vorticism,
Cubism and Surrealism.
Honor Addington, Upper Sixth
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KNOWLES
The Knowles Society, Downside’s invitation-only, academic
discussion group, is now in its thirteenth year. The Society
meets once a fortnight to discuss an essay, written by a
member, over dinner. A revival of a much older association
called ‘The Fourteen’, the Knowles Society is named after Dom
David Knowles (1896 – 1974), a former monk of Downside
and a somewhat controversial figure who later became
Professor of History at Cambridge. His example of provocative
thought and rigorous scholarship provides a perfect, though
not always attainable, ideal for the Knowles, which attempts
to embrace demanding ideas. This year we have grappled
with a remarkable variety of topics, from the idea of music
as a language to the ambiguous threat of globalisation,
all succeeding in sparking heated debate. Probably most
memorable was Natalia Skorupska’s discussion of evolution
among humans, which led to an intense debate over human
selfishness, and challenged many assumptions; whilst Dennis
Si’s essay on logic was enlivened by finishing with a perplexing
problem that had everyone scratching their heads. In stark
contrast Flavia William’s discussion of the ‘Death of the Author’,
was particularly effective in provoking some of the younger
members, less immersed in post-modern literary theory, to
wonder why exactly we read at all.
Throughout the year our meetings have provided a lively
forum for informal debate, whilst Mr Walters and Mr
Grinsell have provided a useful cynicism to counteract some
unconventional and at times downright absurd ideas. Not only
is the Knowles Society hugely beneficial to those preparing
for university applications and interviews, but also consistently
fosters thriving academic interest at Downside beyond the
often limited A Level syllabus, and, if the truth be known,
indulges the pure joy of having an argument!
Christopher Archibald, (B14)
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The Dalmatic
of Charlemagne
This plate is taken from a recent discovery in the Monastic Library, The jewels of the
Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation together with the regalia of Bohemia, Hungary
and Lombardy (Die Kleinodien des Heil-Römischen Reiches Deutscher Nation: Nebst den
Kroninsignien Böhmens, Ungarns und der Lombardei) (Vienna, 1864). Published by the
German art-historian Franz Bock, this enormous volume, measuring some 69cm by
52cm, contains 58 chromo-lithographic plates and 267 pages of text which describe
the regalia of the Holy Roman Empire. The regalia is kept at the Schatzkammer at the
Hofburg Palace in Vienna and elsewhere. A sumptuous production throughout, highlights
of the volume include the Crown of Charlemagne, the Imperial Gloves and the Sword
of St Maurice, all vividly depicted in colour and gold. Presented to Downside by the
historian Edmund Bishop, it is one of the largest volumes in the monastic collection.
The so-called Dalmatic of Charlemagne is shown in this plate. Preserved in the
Vatican treasury, it was long thought to have been commissioned or given as a
diplomatic gift for Charlemagne’s coronation as Emperor in 800 AD, hence the name.
However, this vestment is neither a dalmatic nor did it belong to Charlemagne or
his contemporary Leo III. Rather, it is a patriarch’s sakkos (‘sackcloth’ – a tunic), a silk
vestment that Constantinopolitan artists created in the fourteenth century. Together
with the Thessalonike Epitaphios, the Vatican Sakkos represents the pinnacle of the art
of embroidery in Byzantium. Thought to be the gift of Metropolitan Isidore of Kiev to
Pope Eugene IV (1431-1447), this sakkos became associated with Charlemagne in the
later Middle Ages. Illustrated here is the back of this fabulous garment upon which the
Transfiguration of Christ on Mount Tabor is depicted, embroidered in gold, silver and
coloured threads on a sapphire blue silk ground.
Dr Tim Hopkinson-Ball, Project Archivist
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including Christopher Richard Wynne
Nevinson (1889-1946), who was to become
one of a handful of artists contracted
by the Department of Information in an
‘official’ capacity during WWI. Nevinson
was the son of liberal parents; his father
was a famous war correspondent and his
mother, a suffragette campaigner. He studied
at the Slade School of Art under Henry
Tonks, amongst such notable peers as Percy
Wyndham Lewis, David Bomberg, Marc
Gertler, Dora Carrington, Paul Nash and
Stanley Spencer. The latter pair remembered
Nevinson as a bully, with Spencer recalling
an incident that resulted in him pouring
white paint down Nevinson’s new suit in
retaliation for his teasing.

“The war did not take the modern artist by surprise. I think it can be said that
modern artists have been at war since 1912. Everything in art was in turmoil everything was bursting - the whole talk amongst artists was of war.
i
They were in love with the glory of violence.” C.R.W. Nevinson, 1919

Returning to the Trenches, 1914. National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa

ART & PROPAGANDA
History of Art is a new Sixth Form subject taught by Dr Rachel Sanders.
Here she is looking at the impact of artists at the frontline.
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culture of war permeated Europe’s
avant-garde in the years prior to the
outbreak of hostilities in 1914, agitated in no
small part by the Italian Futurists and Filippo
Marinetti’s now infamous declaration that
war was “the world’s only hygiene”. ‘The
Founding and First Manifesto of Futurism’
appeared on the front page of the Parisian
newspaper Le Figaro on 20 February, 1909,
gaining an international audience for its
celebration of technology, masculinity and
aggression. The movement attracted a
small circle of progressive English painters,

racing cars more beautiful than ancient
Graeco-Roman sculpture. Simultaneously,
escalating militaristic values prioritised
masculinity. Undertaking war was regarded
as a measure of prowess; the act would
test the nation’s mettle. The culture of
war accentuated gender difference, with
the armoured male body discussed in
Britain’s newspapers and images of potent
masculinity (hard, muscular, active males
– the type that did not fear, cry or bleed)
pervading the arts – extreme examples
include Jacob Epstein’s sculpture Rock Drill
(1913-15) and Lewis’s illustration for the
cover of the ‘War Issue’ of Blast, magazine
of the Vorticists (July 1915), in which these
interests manifest as monstrous manmachine hybrids.

During visits to London Marinetti (18761944) formed a friendship with Nevinson
that resulted in an English ‘Futurist
Manifesto’, which demanded “strong, virile
and anti-sentimental” art.ii This manifesto,
published in June 1914, was the source of
considerable friction amongst the English
avant-garde, and led to Lewis founding
the short-lived Vorticist movement. The
differences between Futurism and Vorticism
were more personal than theoretical or
stylistic. The highly publicised squabble
between Nevinson and Lewis did not
prevent the artists exhibiting together. The
confused popular press employed the term
‘futurism’ with some ambiguity, failing to
grasp its meaning with precision or draw
distinctions between the two groups. Both
epitomised pre-war nationalist, patriotic,
militaristic, misogynist tendencies. Both
practised forms of post-Cubist abstraction
as a means of communicating a mindset
apposite to the industrial, mechanical age in
which they lived.

Nevinson’s ‘virile, anti-sentimental’ output
of the early war years displays the same
pre-occupations. The Futurist vocabulary
of Returning to the Trenches (1914) is
evident in its concern with momentum
and movement. The repetitious treatment
of the fully armed French infantrymen
into simplified, geometric forms creates
the impression of cogs neatly compacted
together into one large fighting machine.
There is no individuality conveyed, no
identifiable features are evident, just the
suggestion of stripes of colour that provoke
a sense of patriotism. La Mitrailleuse
(1915) employs a similar palette for similar
purpose, this time through the depiction
of three machine-gunners who surround
the slumped body of a fallen countryman.
The implications were not lost on the
audience, with one critic declaring “I salute
the self-sacrificing automata in the clothes of
men… man has become one with the evil
machine”.iii

The Great War created a whole new
set of associations for mechanisation, as
machine guns, tanks, U-boats and aeroplanes
facilitated slaughter on an industrial scale.
As war was brewing technology was
romanticised, with the Futurists proclaiming

Nevinson’s war paintings are figurative,
but the modernist styling of abrupt angles,
compressed space, rigid outline and heavily
shaded facets was interpreted as exuding a
strength and defiance that suited the subject
matter and on the whole his experiments
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Paths of Glory, 1917. Imperial War Museum, London

were positively received. The fact that he
had seen active, albeit brief, service on the
French and Belgian fronts lent validity to his
vision. As one of the government’s British
Artists at the Front biographies pointed out,
traditional military painting was irrelevant
“now that young men, who have fought
before they painted, have shown us what
war is”.iv Poor health prevented Nevinson
from soldiering, but in November 1914 he
joined the Friends’ Ambulance Unit. Driving
the motor ambulance was the highlight of
this experience and he had a photograph of
himself taken next to the modern machine
to send to Marinetti. This aside, volunteering
proved to be a harrowing experience; his
autobiography describes the sheds into
which the wounded were placed, recalling
“We could only help, and ignore shrieks,
pus, gangrene and the disembowelled”.v He
returned to London in January, and then
in May 1915 he joined the Royal Army
Medical Corps, carrying out his duties at
Wandsworth Hospital.
Nevinson was a master at self-promotion.
Once back in Britain he informed the press
“all artists should go to the front to
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strengthen their art”, but whilst he
maintained that there could be “no
masterpiece without aggressiveness” he
stated “unlike my Italian friends, I do not
glory in war for its own sake”.vi War
experience tempered his attitudes and
consequently his paintings have been
variously interpreted, including his early
work. Some see impenetrable, and so
ultimately victorious, soldiers, others see
men reduced to expendable components,
like manufactured goods – not a celebration
of excessive masculinity, but a criticism of
discarded human life.
In February 1916 the war propaganda
agency based at Wellington House
established a Pictorial Propaganda
Department. It was here that Nevinson
desperately sought employment to avoid
being re-enlisted into the army following the
Military Service (Review of Exceptions) Act.
With support waning drastically, Wellington
House became part of the Government’s
arsenal in the struggle to maintain the
momentum of the war. Nevinson spent the
summer of 1917 touring the line in France
with the aim of making “a fine record” that

would “give the civilian public some insight
as to the marvellous endurance of our
soldiers and the real meaning of hardships
they are called upon to face”.vii His task
frequently put him in danger; on one
occasion he was forced to take refuge in
a hole while being shelled for an hour and
a half; another time he came under heavy
machine-gun fire while attempting to get
the body of the patrolman he had been
with back behind British lines.

before the end of the show. One has to
wonder at the reasoning behind Nevinson’s
actions. Was this just risky grand-standing
(he was jeopardising his official position) or
did he seek to instigate debate? One thing
is certain – despite stated aims, the painting
is not just reportage. The low viewpoint and
loaded title, the final line of Thomas Gray’s
‘Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard’
(1750), make apparent a statement that was
the result of the brutal realities of war:

C.F.G. Masterman, Director of Wellington
House, informed his painters, “it is not for
a government department to attempt to
regulate artists in their work, art being so
largely individual in expression”.viii However,
uncertainty about expectation, lack of
advice, a desire to appeal to the broadest
audience and the pressure to produce
something suitably impressive proved a
wretched combination for Nevinson and
on the whole the pieces he produced as an
official war artist were considered dull. One
painting that did gain attention was Paths
of Glory (1917). The image of two dead
British soldiers face down in the earth in
no man’s land, their bodies starting to swell
and putrefy, ran afoul of GHQ and was
censored under the Defence of the Realm
Act. In a letter to Masterman Nevinson
astutely observed, “My only instructions
from you were to paint exactly as I wanted,
as you knew my work would be valueless as
an artist and a propagandist otherwise”.ix
Masterman had indeed defended the
painting – a liberal attitude towards art was
a means by which the government could
demonstrate its distinction from militaristic
German Kultur.

The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power,
And all that beauty, all that wealth e’er gave,
Awaits alike the inevitable hour
The paths of glory lead but to the grave.

Paths of Glory is markedly different to
Nevinson’s early representations of
war. He exhibited it at the Leicester
Galleries in March 1918; a piece of brown
paper chalked with the word ‘censored’
strategically obscured the contentious
subject matter. The painting was acquired
by the Imperial War Museum and removed

i 	Michael J.K. Wals, C.R.W. Nevinson: This Cult of Violence, (Yale Universiry Press: New Haven and London, 2002), p.1.
ii ibid., p.77
iii Richard Ingelby, C.R.W. Nevinson: The Twentieth Century, (Merrell Pulishers Ltd: London, 1999), p.33
iv 	Sue Malvern, ‘“War as it is”: The Art of Muirhead Bone, C.R.W. Nevinsonand Paul Nash, 1916-17’, Art History, vol. 9, no. 4, December
1986, p.508
v Walsh, op. cit., p.97
vi ibid., p.98
vii ibid., 9.159
viii Malvern, op. cit., p.506
ix ibid., p.507

Dr Rachel Sanders

Nevinson in uniform.

War: Pictures by Nevinson Official Artist on the Western Front, 1918. Imperial War Museum, London
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THE ROUTE
The suggested distance per day is around 12 miles,
with an estimate of 13 days total to complete the pilgrimage.

from Shropshire to Somerset

acton burnell
DAY 1 – Coal Port

The route takes us along the River Severn through many
important Benedictine strongholds and destinations where,
it is envisaged, pilgrims will be well received and enlightened.
Near the Wildfowl Trust at Slimbridge the route leaves the
Severn and heads into the Cotswold Hills where we join the
Cotswold way to Bath and then take the route used 200 years
ago by the Monks who took their leave of Acton Burnell Hall
to establish a new Abbey at Stratton-on the-Fosse.

DAY 2 – Hampton

The start of the pilgrimage is Acton Burnell Hall a few miles
South West of Shrewsbury, Shropshire. The Hall is now an
International School, Concorde College.

DAY 3 – Bewdley Ribblesford

DAY 1 – MONDAY 30TH JUNE 2014
Acton Burnell Much Wenlock - 6.2 miles
Much Wenlock Coal Port - 7.2 miles
DAY 2 – TUESDAY 1ST JULY 2014
Coal Port Bridgenorth - 7.8 miles
Bridgenorth Hampton - 6.2 miles

DAY 4 – Hallow Heath

DAY 3 – WEDNESDAY 2ND JULY 2014
Hampton Upper Arley - 5.3 miles
Upper Arley Bewdley Ribbesford - 5.6 miles

DAY 5 – Kempsey

DAY 4 – THURSDAY 3RD JULY 2014
Bewdley Ribbesford The Burf - 5.6 miles
The Burf Hallow Heath - 7.2 miles

DAY 6 – Tewkesbury Abbey

DAY 5 – FRIDAY 4TH JULY 2014
Hallow Heath Worcester Cathedral - 3.8 miles
Worcester Cathedral Kempsey - 4.4 miles
DAY 6 – SATURDAY 5TH JULY 2014
Kempsey Upton on Severn - 7.5 miles
Upton on Severn Tewksbury Abbey - 7.5 miles

DAY 7 – Gloucester Cathedral

DAY 7 – SUNDAY 6TH JULY 2014
Tewksbury Abbey Deerhurst - 2.5 miles
Deerhurst Ashleworth - 5.3 miles
Ashleworth Gloucester Cathedral - 5.3 miles

DAY 8 – Sheppard’s Patch

DAY 8 – MONDAY 7TH JULY 2014
(Via Sharpness canal)
Gloucester Cathedral Park End Bridge - 7.2 miles
Park End Bridge Sheppard’s Patch (Slimbridge) - 5.6 miles
DAY 9 – TUESDAY 8TH JULY 2014
(join Cotswold way)
Sheppard’s Patch (Slimbridge) Stancombe Park - 7.5 miles
Stancombe Park Wooton Under Edge - 3.7 miles

DAY 9 – Wooton Under Edge

DAY 10 – WEDNESDAY 9TH JULY 2014
Wooton Under Edge Hawksbury Upton - 5.8 miles
Hawksbury Upton Old Sodbury - 4.4 miles

DAY 10 – Old Sodbury

DAY 11 – THURSDAY 10TH JULY 2014
Old Sodbury Dyrham Park - 6.9 miles
Dyrham Park St Catherine’s End - 5.0 miles

DAY 11 – St Catherine’s End

DAY 12 – FRIDAY 11TH JULY 2014
St Catherine’s End Claverton - 6.2 miles
Claverton Wellow - 5.9 miles

DAY 12 – Wellow
DAY 13 – SATURDAY 12TH JULY 2014
Wellow Radstock - 4.7 miles
Radstock Downside Abbey - 3.7 miles

TOTAL DISTANCE 154 MILES
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DAY 13 – Downside

abbey

View from Shropshire to Somerset
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OPEN DAYS
2014/15

Saturday 20th September, 2014
Sixth Form Saturday 18th October, 2014
Saturday 8th November, 2014
Saturday 31st January, 2015
Saturday 14th March, 2015
Saturday 16th May, 2015

For an invitation, details of future Open Days or to arrange a private visit

01761 235135/103
or Email registrar@downside.co.uk

contact the Admissions Office on

www.downside.co.uk

www.mercerdesign.co.uk

